GB

The Number 1 for coin deposit locks
Founded in 1974, systec developed the first patented coin lock for
shopping trolleys in 1981. Since that date, systec has become the global
and technology leader in this field. Its products now range from coin
deposit locks and antistatic handlebar systems, trolley advertising
systems to child safety and containment systems for shopping trolleys.
systec is the supplier to all leading shopping trolley manufacturers and
exports its products to more than 50 countries.
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Vario XT

Vario XT: Everything is possible with the new design
1

Ergonomic

Different handle positions in different
heights allow easy maneuvering of the
shopping trolley.

2

inbuilt conductive component prevents

2

the static charge of the shopping trolley.

3

Our new magnifying glass comes
as an option for the Vario XT. It

• Easy: Simply put up the

• Transparent polycarbonate makes

magnifying glass and use it.

the glass resistant and UV stable.

enlarges the small print and makes
it readable for all customers.

Antistatic

Finally, no more unpleasant „shocks“. The

1

Brilliant - Vario XT with magnifying glass

Thus, your shopping trolleys can

• Clever: To prevent from

be kept outside.

vandalism, the magnifying glass

• Ideal magnification factor of 2,5

can only be used when the coin

• Easy upgrade: The magnifying

with a glass diameter of 55mm.

lock is released with a coin.

glass can be added any time.

Optimal readability.

Patented mechanism.

Easy handling.

Effective

Create additional revenue sources by
effectively advertising private labels or
other brands on the big advertising space
of the Vario XT.

4 Organised
As an option the Vario XT comes with a
built in coin lock, available for nearly all

3

4

coin combinations worldwide.
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